PRACTICAL TEST OF SENSORY PERCEPTION
Please, answer the following questions by circling the letter you think is the correct answer and see
the corrected result.
Source: ID Com International Inc.
1. You are on holidays and it is raining:
A- For you, the day is "lost";
B- You wait for the appearance of the rainbow in the sky;
C- You like the smell of the air and of the wet leaves;
D- You listen to the sound of water on the roof.

2. In a department store, you are annoyed by:
A- Trailers and promotions on the microphone;
B- The change of position of the products that you usually buy;
C- The lack of seller or consultant that should guide you;
D- The increase of the price.

3. At the self-service station:
A- You trust the stop-sound of the pump;
B- You monitor the dial’s quantity and price;
C- You enjoy this break to take a breath of air;
D- You calculate your consumption since the last full.

4. In a car, when you do not drive:
A- You listen to the radio;
B- You enjoy watching the landscape;
C- You are really relaxed;
D- You tend to always to drive

5. A dog or cat demand your caresses:
A- You do not understand very well what they want;
B- You take it in your arms without problems;
C- You gently caress their fur;
D- You don’t like too much this contact.

6. In a fair, circus or exposure:
A- The noise of machinery and people annoy you a lot;
B- The diversity and colour of the showcase charm you;
C- You like being in the crowd that press in a kiosk;
D- You remember of similar events.

7. During a show or a ballet:
A- You find the music too loud;
B- You especially observe the effects of lighting;
C- You feel right away if there is or not an atmosphere;
D- You took care to reserve a table, of course ...

8. In the restaurant you enjoy first:
A- The atmosphere created by the music;
B- The decoration of the dining room;
C- The comfort of the chairs;
D- The variety and the abundance of the menu.

9. When you wake up, you notice:
A- The ringing of your alarm clock;
B- The light through the window;
C- That you have to leave the warmth of your bed;

D- You anticipate what you have to do today.

10. In the subway, train, plane or bus:
A- You listen to people's conversations;
B- You watch the other passengers;
C- You find that it is warm or cold;
D- You are immersed in your mind.

11. Inside of a church, you are stricken:
A- By the quality of silence;
B- By the dim light and the glow of candles and stained glass;
C- By the smell of wax and incense;
D- For nothing specific.
12. When your neighbour return from a trip:
A- You think about the noise, which will start again;
B- You find that he looks rested;
C- You are very happy for him;
D- You think of your next vacation.

13. On the beach, your attention is captured by:
A- The rustle of the waves and the cries of birds;
B- The beauty of the landscape and the environment;
C- The smell of the air and sea spray;
D- You analyse the time and the appropriateness of your walk.

14. In your bath or shower:
A- You peacefully sing or listen to music;
B- You gently dream;

C- You like the warm water on your skin;
D- You know exactly why it relaxes you.

15. You buy a dress:
A- Because its value and price satisfy you;
B- Because you see that looks good in the mirror;
C- Because it is softer and more comfortable;
D- Because to you it seems eminently practical.

SOLUTION: Give one point to each A, two to each B, three to each C and four to each D. After you
should sum them.
EXPLANATION: If you total less than 20 points you are hearing. If you are between 21 and 35
points: You are visual. 36 to 45 points: You are kinaesthetic. More than 45 points: you rely on your
"inner dialogue". It is also possible that you are an auditory or visual that has developed its
complementary side ... and that tends to streamline…

